
 

 

PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE AND DIRECTION 
‘FOR’ is used  

• to show somewhere.  Is this train for Amritsar? 

‘IN’ is used for: 

• Somebody/something inside a limited area. 

In Ludhiana; in France; in the park 

• Somebody/something inside a building, room 

In the Principal’s office; in the bucket; in the hotel 
‘INTO’ means: 

• In the direction of something. 

Speak clearly into the microphone. 

• To a position in or inside something. 

Sunita dived into the water. 
We use ‘AT’ : 

• When we relate to a place in terms of its function or purpose. 

At the Club; at Grand Hotel; at home; at the party 
We use ’ON’ 

• For a fixed point on a surface. There is a handle on the door. 

• With words like floor and ceiling. 

The books were lying on the floor.  
• For public transport. 

On Shatabdi Express; on the Maharaja (a ship) 

(Compare : He went to the studio in a taxi) 
‘OVER’ means: 

• Resting on the surface of somebody/something and partly or 
completely covering them.  

A blanket over the baby; hand over the mouth 

• In or to a position higher than but not touching 
somebody/something. 

The umbrella over her head; a chandelier over the table 

• From one side to another (=across)  A bridge over the Ganges. 

• On the far or opposite side of something. She lives over there. 

• Cross something and go to the other side. 

The dog jumped over the wall. 

• Falling from or down from a place.She stumbled over the chair. 
We use ‘ABOVE’ : 

• In the sense of at or to higher place or position than 
something/somebody. 

The aeroplane was flying above the clouds.  
• To mean more than something. 

Any score above 6 is considered to be good in IELTS. 

• To mean that something is of greater importance or higher 

quality.  I rate her above all the other speakers. 
‘UNDER’ means : 

• In, to or through a position that is below something. 

Under the bed. 

• Below the surface. 

The boat lay under several feet of water. 

• Less than.  It took us under an hour. 

• To say who manages, runs, controls or governs 
somebody/something. 

There are 10 MBAs working under her. 

• According to an agreement, law or system. 

Under the new law, domestic violence is a punishable crime. 

• Experiencing a particular process. The hotel is under repairs. 

• Affected by something.  He is under stress. 
We use ‘BELOW’ (opposite of ABOVE) : 

• To mean that somebody/something is at a lower level or 
position than somebody/something 

Please, don’t write anything below this line. 

He works below me. 

• To mean that somebody or something is of a lower rank or less 

importance.  A Sub-inspector is two ranks below a D.S.P. 

• To mean that somebody/something is of a lower amount or 
standard than somebody/something. 

The temperature is expected to fall below the normal 150C. 

 
 
 
We use ‘BEYOND’ : 

• To mean ‘on or to the further side of something’. 

Nobody is beyond the reach of the law. 

• To mean ‘more than something’. 

The public response was beyond our expectations. 

• To say that ‘something is impossible’. The phone is beyond repair. 

• To mean ‘too far or too advanced for somebody/something’. 

The questions are beyond my understanding. 
 

(A)  Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 

1) The lion was sitting ______ his den. 

2) Mr. Dixit lives ______ the second floor of this building. 

3) The Siberian cranes migrate to India _______ winter. 

4) Andaman Islands are _______ the Bay of Bengal. 

5) Can you read what is written ______ this label? 

6) The ceremony will take place ______ Hotel Awadh Clarke. 

7) I did not see any lion _______ the zoo. 

8) We came across our old servant _____ the railway station. 

9) Let’s discuss the issue ______ a cup of tea. 

10) Don’t write anything _________ this line. 

11) Nobody is ________ the law. 

12) The people living ________ the poverty line should be 

given financial support. 

13) Suddenly it started raining. We took shelter _____ a tree. 

14) No one ___ the crowd stood up in response ___ Guruji’s call. 

15) My daughter’s dance performance was ______ my expectation. 

16) Today my dad left ______ office early. 

17) While the students were making a noise, the Principal very 

quietly walked ________ the classroom. 

 

(B)  Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions. 

1)  The tourist hut is ______ (in/on) that small hill ________ 

(over/across) the river. 

2)  The police is looking ________ (in/into) the matter. 

3)  Is there anyone who has got __________ (above/below) 

90% marks? There is a special prize for him/her. 

4)  There is a surgery mark running all __________  

(across/over) his abdomen. 

5)  The city has recorded __________ (over/below) the last 

year’s 50 cm recorded during the same time. 

6)  I cannot allow you to ruin your life ________ (below/under) 

any circumstances. 

7)  The temperature is well _________ (under/below) the normal. 

8)  The truck rammed _________ (in/into) the car. 

9)  The party is heading _________ (for/into) a split. 

10)  A bird flew __________ (in/into) my room through the window. 

 

(C) Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 

(I) 

The pressure is (i)________ teachers and it is telling 

(ii)_______ them. Nearly 10 percent private school teachers 

(iii)_________ Delhi are (iv)__________ severe stress and 

one (v)________ every two suffers from moderately high 

stress. 

(II) 

Teacher : Do you think you are (i) _________ the law? Why are 

you riding your bicycle (ii) ______ the playground? Can’t you 

see the notice (iii) _________  there which says, “No vehicles 

(iv) _________ this point”? 

Student : I’m sorry, Sir. 

Teacher : It’s O.K. Don’t spoil the playground. Now get down and 

walk (v) ________ the ground until you reach the path. Before 

you go home, read the notice board (vi) ________ that tree. 


